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    The Inner Wheel Club of Pershore’s Newsletter 

        ‘Pick and Mix’ 
                                         No 2 April 1st 2020 

 

A message from President Sue and the rest of the committee: 

In what are undeniably unusual and challenging times, we hope that you are 

finding some comfort in our efforts to stay connected at a distance, through 

the telephone tree and now, our second newsletter. We hope that you find it an 

interesting and entertaining read but above all, we really hope that you remain 

safe and well.  
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Nominations for Club Committee 2020-21: 

• President: Liz Gardner 

• Immediate Past President: Sue Braysher 

• Treasurer: Vacancy 

• Secretary: Lynn Lucchese 

• International Service Officer: Anne Angood 

• Membership Officer: Sue Braysher 

• Club Correspondent: Vacancy 

• Club and Community Officers: To be confirmed  

• Interclub Officer: Julia Walker 

As you can see, we still desperately need a treasurer and this is a critical post to fill. If you 

feel that you could consider this on a job share, please do consider coming forward. There 

would lots of expert advice and support on offer from very experienced members! 

 

 

Good news from Anne Angood……Elliott appears! 

 

• Mid-February, a week late, edge of seat, more waiting. Then suddenly a tiny baby boy 

bursts on the scene. Elliott Heath Napier, a much longed for second son for our 

daughter in Surrey. Much rejoicing, oohs and aahs all-round the family, except for 

three-year-old grandson Zach, the youngest of three. His mum shows him the 

WhatsApp photo of the new arrival cradled in his mother’s arms. Inexplicably he 

clutches his chest saying, ‘my heart is broken’. His mum, mystified, asks him why. A 

slight pause and a stuttered reply. ‘Because he’s not ours’ 

• Chloe shows him the photo again and explains that the baby is auntie Ceri and uncle 

Eds and he will see him soon. ‘OK my heart is mended now.’ What was in his mind, we 

have a few ideas, do you?  

 

 Spring Surprises 

Every spring for the last six or so years we wake up and suddenly find 

pretty Mallard ducks enjoying our rather small pond. There were three 

so we named the two males Rag and Tag so you can guess the female was 

Bobtail. We fed and talked to them dreaming of a nest, eggs and sweet little ducklings. 

However, we soon found out they were serial opportunists flying off to neighbours who were 
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taken in as much as we were! They were well fed. After several years of the same pattern we 

were resigned to the ménage-a-trois not producing babies. We still loved and cared for them 

Last year the dynamics changed, and we were down to 

two visitors. We will never know what happened to Tag. 

This year Rag and Bobtail arrived last week so out came 

the duck food and in came the chat. Something 

different has happened. It’s a complete behaviour 

change. Our ducks are staying with us all day and 

actually sleeping in our garden. Mystified we tried to 

interpret their actions. Then the penny dropped. They 

too were responding to this nightmare Coronavirus and 

‘self-isolating’! Now we keep our two metres away.                                          Anne Angood  

 

An update from Sue H-B on the planned Pershore Talking Newspaper celebration 

As you will know Pershore Talking Newspaper had their 1000th edition scheduled for mid-

May and to celebrate this milestone were arranging a Garden Party. 

I was so grateful to those of you that had offered to help by making cakes and coming to 

help us serve tea. As you will guess, both of these are being postponed.  

A reduced edition was compiled on Tuesday 18th March but that will be the last until the 

situation normalizes (whenever that might be). So instead, Joan May (one of our Trustees) 

telephoned all our listeners and offered them a weekly telephone call by one of the Talking 

Newspaper volunteers. So at least we are staying in touch with them and giving them the 

opportunity of a chat!  

 

The Inner Wheel Club of Redditch 50th Anniversary Fellowship Lunch. 

On Tuesday 10th March, seven of our members attended a lovely celebration lunch in 

Redditch. Following a very warm welcome and tasty lunch, we were treated to a very 

entertaining and informative presentation from Bill Farnsworth, a retired chef on “His early 

years and the Savoy Hotel”.  

Bill was brought up in family restaurant and hotel businesses, going to technical college to 

study catering at the age of 15 after a school report called him ‘the world’s worst pupil’! He 

had obviously found his forte, because he qualified as ‘student of the year’ and was 

encouraged to apply for positions at top hotels in London. Interviewed at the Savoy, he was 

asked if he ‘could afford to work here?’ as there would be no bed and board provided, long 
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hours and very low pay. Fortunately for Bill, his parents were able to support him financially 

and off he went!  

Conditions in the kitchens were hot and sweaty with 90 chefs, no thermostats on the ovens, 

no windows and no air conditioning! Chefs wore clogs because the floors were too hot and 

staff changed their uniforms three times a day. Lemonade and all meals were cooked to 

order, available 24 hours a day with Courage beer and lemonade provided to all in the 

kitchens to keep them cool.  

Bill shared fascinating facts on the history of the Savoy. The brains behind planning and 

building the first purpose built deluxe hotel in London was the theatrical impresario and 

showman Richard D’Oyly Carte. He was an innovator, already having built the Savoy Theatre 

in 1881 – the first public building in Britain completely lit by electricity.  Taking five years to 

build and opening in 1889, The Savoy Hotel was the first building where concrete used in its 

construction. It generated its own electricity, had its own artisan well and boasted lifts (an 

amazing innovation for the time) to serve 268 bedrooms and 70 bathrooms – no en- suites 

but some rooms did have their own baths! 

You could stay in a single room for 7/6 or a double for 12 shillings a night. In 1905, in the 

restaurant, guests could enjoy a fillet steak for 2/- or lamb for 1/6. The customers were 

considered ‘never wrong’ and all were expected to dine in full formal dress.  

Today it will cost you £3.000 to stay in the River Suite (room only!), £1000 for a deluxe 

king or for a really special stay……£15.000 for the Royal Suite. One can only dream! 

Doyly Carte truly appreciated how important it was to attract royalty and the best of the 

world of opera, theatre and entertainment. Endorsed by Edward, Prince of Wales and later 

Edward V11, it was frequented by stars such as Sarah Bernhardt, Dame Nellie Melba and 

many others from Marlene to Marilyn! Charlie Chaplin arrived with his family in 1952 and 

stayed for three months, apparently slipping out incognito to revisit his childhood haunts. 

The first general manager was the famous Cesar Ritz, who insisted that there should be 

music filling all public areas, playing popular hits of the day. Dinner dancing quickly followed, 

accompanying lavish dinners and parties. 

What a show it was! 

The hotel closed in 2007 for refurbishment, with many fixtures and fittings sold at auction. 

It re-opened on 10th October 2020 after a complete refit costing 220 million pounds. 

This was an excellent presentation from Bill, who clearly loved his time at the Savoy and 

thoroughly enjoyed shared very special memories with his audience. Fascinating!                                                             

Lynn Lucchese 
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In times when any travel is not really possible, let Liz transport us in our imaginations to 

Egypt where she enjoyed a recent trip with her husband Peter……… 

………………’600 miles down the Nile’. 

It was almost midnight when we finally arrived at Aswan airport after leaving home at 

9.30am. We were driven to our boat, a steamer used by King Farouk in the 1930s and so 

began a trip into the past. The next day took us to the 

temple of Phylae on an island in Lake Nasser where our 

guide, Sharif, pointed out the characteristic features 

that became very familiar in other temples over the next 

twelve days.  

The trip was no rest cure- we got up at 4.0am the 

following day to drive for three hours across the Western 

desert to the Temple of Ramases II at Abu Simbel – 

amazing for its size and the fact that it was raised over 

70m from its original position in the 1960s when the Aswan 

dam was built. As we sailed downstream for the next 

twelve days, we visited numerous famous sites, Karnac, the 

Valley of the Kings, Luxor to name but a few, and, after 

Luxor some less well-known ones. Tourism took a great hit 

after terrorist attacks and very few boats now venture 

downstream of Luxor. We were accompanied by armed guards as we sailed and when we went 

by coach to visit the sites and locals in the villages waved and smiled as, apparently, they 

hadn’t seen tourists since 2008!  

It would take too long to describe all the exquisite carvings, paintings, temples, pyramids and 

other awesome artifacts that we saw – so many looking as if they had been made yesterday 

but in actuality between 2000 and 3000 years old. 

Some of my favourites were tomb paintings showing scenes 

of everyday life – people farming, baking bread, hunting 

beautifully painted birds, herding the cows etc. The Cairo 

museum must take first prize for fantastic contents and the 

booby prize for the terrible way in which they are displayed.  

It was altogether an amazing trip, which we were lucky to get 

in before corvid19 closed everything down.       

Liz Gardner                                          
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From Sue -B, childhood memories prompted by current self-shielding…. 

As I write this, in isolation like everyone else, I am adjusting to the strangeness of going no 

further than the garden gate. Kind neighbours do our shopping and I can spend the day 

happily failing to book a delivery slot with a range of supermarkets. And I remember – 

because I’ve been here before! 

Christmas 1961 – I was nearly 13 and brother John was 8. We lived in Bradford, Yorkshire 

which had a population of 300 000. John was ill and between Christmas and the New Year 

was admitted to the Children’s Ward at St Luke’s Hospital for an operation. He was 

discharged home 5 days later. 
 

On the 30th December 1961 a little girl, recently flown in from Pakistan, died in John’s ward 

- supposedly from malaria. Two further deaths set the ball rolling: one of these was a young 

pathologist Dr Ainley who had performed the post mortem on the girl and the other a 

hospital cook for the Children’s Ward at St Luke’s. It then became apparent that the deaths 

were due to Smallpox.  
 

900 direct contacts were sought out in the first 24 hours and visited by the Chief Medical 

Officer of Health for Bradford – Mr Douglas, his Deputy and other of his senior staff. We 

were one part of this first cohort. Mr Douglas was charming, calm and efficient.  
 

He organised and paid for a taxi to take us to Edmund Street Clinic to be vaccinated before 

putting us into quarantine. I remember so well the huge queues outside the clinic which 

stretched nearly a mile. John could barely walk at this stage and we were whisked straight 

inside, John being carried, inoculated (including the taxi driver) and back home again - to 

stay in isolation until told otherwise, no school, no work, no shopping, no socialising. Our gates 

were taped up, food was delivered daily, in a cardboard box left by the gate.  
 

Somewhere between 250,000 and 275,000 people in Bradford received vaccinations inside 

five days. 
 

We were also visited daily to assess if we had any signs of the disease until the fateful day 

when John’ came out in big red spots and had a huge lump in a gland in his armpit. The visiting 

Medical Officer sent for Dr Douglas. Having examined John, he wanted to take him to an 

isolation hospital on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales. Mum wasn’t having any of that and 

refused to let him go. Uncharitably I thought she was mad, I was happy for him to go 

anywhere but our house! But, how right she turned out to be, it later transpired that John 

just had a form of cow pox, a reaction to the injection.   
 

How lucky we were. The ward John had been in was circular, with the beds in two arcs. Of 

the children in beds in the arc facing John, 5 died. I don’t really remember the quarantine 

itself. I know we played games, did jigsaws and were made to read and write and “do sums”. 

We looked forward to the boxes appearing by the gate and our daily Disease Inspector – just 

to put our minds at rest!       Sue Hartley-Bennett 
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And now, the eagerly anticipated Episode 2 of Jan and Anne’s ‘amazing trip to 

Nepal………’ 

You may remember that at the end of episode 2, we left Anne, Jan and the rest of their 

party as they just arrived at the 

main lodge in Lelep. 

So here we are! We are now in 

Lelep - the Village of District 10 

chosen International project for 

the Himalayan Trust. The trustees 

who had gone on ahead of us had 

completed their debrief with the 

volunteer, who had inspected the 

medical posts within the Taplejung district. Her prime role had been to offer advice along 

with mentoring the nurses and health assistants. Reports given, discussions held and plans 

for the future committed to paper, and now time for the volunteer to get the surprise of her 

life! Looking up she could not believe it was her parents approaching. Hugs and tears in equal 

quantities with the entire group. “I know what that route is like, and I can’t believe you have 

travelled in a jeep over those awful roads and then walked from Taplethok - that’s an 

extremely hard walk.”  

Pasang, a Nepali Sherpa who was our guide and cook, made drinks all round, so welcome after 

the uphill trek. We were then shown to our rooms: had we booked the en-suite executive 

suite? In my dreams! Fair to say, Clive and I did have the largest room. There were four 

single beds squeezed into the room. Again, it was corrugated metal walls around a wooden 

frame. Four hooks screwed into one of the wooden uprights was the “wardrobe” for hanging 

clothes. The cross bars provided the “shelves” for your torch, drink bottle and charging 

phone! Fortunately, our “holiday” wardrobe consisted primarily of walking trousers, tee-

shirts, fleeces trainers and walking boots, so accommodation for nice dresses, shoes, 

jewellery or make up bags was unnecessary. 

Back down the robust stairs without a hand rail, we re-assembled for vegetable and noodle 

soup, no choice, but filling and nutritious, whilst planning the itinerary for the few days in 

Lelep. Exploring the immediate surroundings, mainly from the upstairs “balcony” as we were 

too tired to walk much further, we negotiated the stairs again and learned that a trap door 

over the stairwell was closed at night. Health and Safety? When in Nepal..........And the toilet 

and shower facilities - least said, the better and the pictures tell a better story. Suffice to 

say that I was extremely thankful for refreshing, deodorising wipes and travel toilet rolls! 
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Our evening meal was two courses - again, no choice - soup followed by a lentil Dahl and rice. 

We were all getting used to going vegetarian. Maybe we were just over cautious but it felt 

safer than eating any meat products. Chatting and playing games was our evening 

entertainment. There was a television - possibly the only one in the village as many of the 

villagers came to the lodge to watch it - when there was electricity! Then it was off to bed 

for an early start the next day. 

Breakfast of eggie bread and coffee before we trekked up to the school playground. 

Children started arriving at about 9.45am, and 

assembled for “brain gym”. This is synchronised 

physical exercises, led by the older pupils, 

followed by everyone singing the National 

Anthem. We all agreed this was a great start to 

their day, but why these children needed to do 

any exercises when they had all walked for up to 

two hours, was unbelievable. The youngsters were 

then dismissed to their classes, and we were 

summoned to the head masters room.  

We then split up and went to each classroom to watch and assess what was being taught, the 

interaction and talk to some of the children. The classrooms were neither bright nor light, 

resources were very limited but most children did seem keen to learn.  

There were the formalities of introductions where we were all 

well and truly garlanded! Although I do not suffer with hay 

fever, I certainly wished I had some anti-histamine. 

One class I visited was Year 7, about 10 or 11 year olds. I asked 

them “if you could have anything extra in your classroom, what 

would you like?” 

The answers were 

thought 

provoking-one 

wanted to have a 

water filter, one 

suggested a book 

corner, another felt a larger new whiteboard 

that could be seen at the back of the class 

would be an asset and the fourth idea was 

something for games such as a football. I was humbled. My younger daughter teaches the 

same age group and I asked her to put the same question to her class. Their responses were 
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so capitalist: a big book corner with comfy chairs and bean bags, vending machine and a class 

pet. 

We went back to the lodge for lunch: the children sat around the playground during the 

lunchtime with neither food nor drink, then back into the classroom till about 3.30pm. 

At this time the girls who live in the girls’ hostel 

went off up the hill to their “home” where Anne and 

I visited the first room. These rooms originally 

were intended for three girls, each with their own 

bed. The upstairs was currently unusable due to 

damaged roof and unsafe access, so all the girls now 

live downstairs. There are either two or three girls 

- all aged 11 to 16 - sharing a bed or sleeping on the 

floor.  

The beds are thin planks of wood supported on four 

legs. Only a minimal amount of bedding such as a 

cotton sheet without pillows or blankets. Some of 

the windows were broken and none had any form of 

curtains for privacy. This surely was a security risk 

for these young girls. As one of the trustees 

pointed out these conditions are possibly what they 

are used to at their parents’ home.  

Are we trying to inflict our standards on another 

culture? Who is right? There were many discussions to have. 

Moving into the next block this was dedicated to cooking and eating. It was smoky as all the 

cooking is done on a wood fire. The girls had had to collect the wood and water before they 

could even begin to prepare their evening meal.  

One of the toilets with a shower was unusable due to the landslide damaging the building, the 

other one being without water. The overall situation was absolutely dire.  

The chosen project was “To Facilitate Girls Attendance at School”. Simple, sort out provision 

of sustainable, washable sanitary protection, improve toilet and shower facilities: job done.  

Being in the environment made me realise there was so much more to be done. 

Jan Crouch 

To be continued.......... 
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A message from Liz regarding the Pershore Foodbank: 

The Food Bank is experiencing increased demand at this difficult time and donations are, 

understandably, down. If you would like to continue your generous and much needed support 

for this vital service you can either: 

• Send a donation via internet banking or cheque (see details of how to do so in the 

recent email). 

• If you do have any donations in kind and are able to deliver them you can drop them 

off at the Town Hall in the High Street or as the Volunteer Centre between 10.00-

1600 Monday-Thursday and Fridays 10.00-13.00  

 

Many thanks in advance for your continued generosity. It is very much appreciated.  

Postage Stamps: 

Please continue to cut off and collect postage stamps, handing them to Chris for collection 

when we next meet.  

Social activities:  

Whilst we know that all social activities are on hold for now, our thanks go to Carol and the 

Social Committee who worked so hard to plan trips and activities in the coming months. 

Hopefully we will be able to regenerate many of these when it is safe to do so. 

Feli’s Restaurant, in line with many other food producers, have set up an online shop, 

offering ready-made meals and a range of other produce, updated regularly.  

www.felisrestaurant.com/shop  

 

And finally……. 

 

In these difficult times, when we are facing a range of new challenges and adapting to a very 

different way of life, I’m grateful for these contributions from members to help us ease the 

mood for a moment or raise a smile …… 

http://www.felisrestaurant.com/shop
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Keep in touch and stay safe and well everyone. 

 

When this is over……… 
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When this is over, 

May we never again 

Take for granted 

A handshake with a stranger 

Full shelves at the store 

Conversations with neighbours 

A crowded theatre 

Friday night out 

The taste of communion 

A routine checkup 

The school rush each morning 

Coffee with a friend 

The stadium roaring 

Each deep breath 

A boring Tuesday 

Life itself 

 

When this ends, 

May we find 

that we have become 

more like the people 

we wanted to be 

we were called to be 

we hoped to be 

and may we stay 

that way-better 

for each other 

because of the worst 

- 

LAURA KELLY FANUCCI 


